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1.lntroductlon 

Strongly peaked electron density profiles h.ave been obtained in ASOEX by different refuelling 

methods: pellet fuelling (ohmic and (X)·injection heating), NBI counter-injection and recently by 

reduced gas puff fuelling scenarios 11/. These discharges show in common an improvement 01 the 

particle and energy confinement. Locallransport analyses indicate that the improved energy 

transport can be explained by reduced ion heal conductivity with values close to the neoclassical 

ones. The different results for the ion transport with flat and peaked density profiles agree with 

those expected from a superposition of neo-classical and ion-temperature-gradienl driven tur

bulence (lli-mode) contributions 10 Xi- Consistently all cases showing confinement improvement 

through density peaking correspond to 11i(<Jnd 11e)<l over a large part of the plasma cross- section. 

The thermal ion losses ate of comparable magnitude of the electron the~mal ones In both ohmic 

and L-mode discharges except at low denSities 11 /. 

Toroidal momentum confinement studies are an additional tool to gain insight into the nature of ion 

transport. and have the advantage to isolate ion and electron transport compared with energy 

confinement studies, since momentum is ca~ried almost entirely by the ions. In this paper we 

compare the ion and toroidal momentum transport in ASOeX discharges with nearly tangential Co 

and Ctf neutral beam injection using - besides the T e and ne-profiles measured with a 16-channel 

YAG-Thomson scattering syst~m - Ti- and plasma rotation velocity Vtp-profiles measured by 

passive and active neutral CX analyzers and ex resonance spectrosoopy /21. respectively. at up 

tSlS radial positions and the TRANSP analysis code /3/. 

2. Global Confinement results 

We concentrate on two deuterium discharges having both Ip .. 420 kA. 8t=2.0 T (q(a) .. 2.2S), and 

a beam heating power of .9 MW(40 keY HO). Up to the start of the beam heating at 1: 05 s (beam 

turn-off at 2.2 s) both discharges are nearly identical, but in the Clr discharge the panicle conlent 

increases despite of the external gas feed closed aher 1.2 s. Simultaneously the density profile 
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- described by the ratio ollhe cenlra~ ne(O) 10 the volume averaged <ne> values in Fig.l a - is 

gradually peaking, the energy oonfinemenllime tE is increasing (Fig.l b) and V!9 increases 100 

up 10 values of 1.7'105 m/s. This is shown in Fig.la for the toroldal angular rota tion frequency 

n, which is obtained from V (jl measured in the Quter plasma midplane under the assumption of 

constant n on a flux surface. The momentum confinement time 'tlJl= U(r-dUdl). with a beam 

torque rot about 1.1 Nfm derived from MC beam deposition and slowing down calculations and 

the plasma angular momenltlm L, improves in spi te of the increasing density and inertial 

momentum, respect., and even exceeds the maximum 'rE values ( 'tq;:;O. l sec). The decrease of tE 

in the laler phase of the discharge and the final disruption are caused by the increasing radiation 

losses due to the improved impurity ronfinement and the disappearance of sawteeth at 1.4 sec. 

Correspondingly the ZeH profiles are peaking as well /4/. 

In the Co-NBI L-mode discharge with nearly stationary flat density profiles (n e{0)/<ne>",1.4) 

only degraded energy confinement compared with the ohmic heating phase is observed and 

impurities do not accumulate (see Fig.2a and b). The rotation velocity is nearly stationary after 

about .2 sec and has a slightly more peaked profile than in the Ctr discharge. tIP is nearly a factor 

of 2 smaller than '[E (tIP~0 .03 sec). 

3. l oca l Analysis of Energy and Heat Transport 

Local analysis of the momentum transport shows that CX drag and convective terms ( assuming 

that cross-diffusing particles carry the local average velocity) are small and the diffusive part is 

dominating.The visrous ion heating due to the damping of rotational energy (the latter one being 

less Ihan 6% of the plasma energy even in the Clr discharge with the higher densities and rotation 

veroci- lies) is small rompared with the full ohmic and beam heating powers. It increases to 

about 100 kW in the Ctr discharge, and is a factor of 2 smaller in the Co discharge. The resul1ing 

change of the heating power density profile is not essential in these discharges. 

During the density peaking with Ctr NBI the momentum diffusivity Xcp shows a reduction over the 

whole plasma cross-section exhibited in Fig.l b at r=2a13. A comparison w~h the ion heat 

diffusivity Xj calculated by the sum of the neo-classical value XCH, given by Chang and Hinton, 

and the Tlj"mode con tribution XTli , given by Lee and ~iamond ' {see 16t and I l l), shows good 

agreement in the time behaviour at the same radius. But one has to remember that XCH is nearly 

time independent,whereas Illi is actually decreasing due to reduced 11i values roming close to 1. 

There exists within the error bars of such analyses - which have to be further ascertained - a 

factor 01 2 10 4 diference between XIP and ~j. A similar relation holds if radial profiles are com

pared (Fig.lc). In the central part of the plasma ~i is zero as the Tli-mode threshold is enhanced 

due to long density decay lengths. 
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In the Co-NBI L-mode discharge with 11al density profiles and degraded confinement an increas

ing le is largely responsible for the confinement degradalion going from ohmic to NBI heating. Xi 

is anomalous all the time (Tlj> 1.5) and the"ion diffusivity shown in Fig.2b is almost purely anom

alous, Le. ~j'" 0.7 Xj. XqI is strongly enhanced compared with the results of Ctr- discharges, but 

is again correlated to ~i within a factor of 2 103 (Fig.2b). This is also revealed by I,he radial 

profiles of the diffusivilies shown in Fig.2c. The enhancement 01 Xi and le for r/a<0.4 is due 10 

the action of sawteeth at the low q(a)= 2.S as profiles lime averaged over the sawleelh have been 

used. 

4. Conclusions and Comparison of Momentum Diffusivity w}th Theory 

In beam heated ASDEX discharges ion heat and toroidal angular momentum transpon are strongly 

improved by a peaking of the density profile. For the ion transport it has already been found that 

Xi can be described by a superposition of neo-classical and Tu-mode driven contributions within 

experimental error bars. The results given above show also a close relation of the momentum 

diffusivity with the Tli evolution. 

Comparing the deduced lip -profiles with theoretically predicted values first conclusions can be 

given. Classical perpendicular viscosity damping is by at least an order of magnitude too small and 

has the wrong radial dependence. It may contribute in the plasma centre. Gyroviscosity theory 151 

gives about the right magnitude, but would 'yield the same Xip values for the Co and Ctr discharges. 

As Xcp(gyrovisc) _ Tir2/Zeff also the temperature and Zeff time behaviour' is not reproduced in the 

derived Xip values. There exists finally a theory based on TU-mode driven shear viscosity which 

predicts Xip - ~i in a slab fluid model 161. Our experimental results indicate indeed a similar 

radial and time behaviour of both diffusivilies, but rather a XIt!'" (2+4) ~i' 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1 and 2 correspond to a Ctr and a Co, respectively, beam heated HO-+ D+ discharge 
( 1p'-420 kA, BI_2.0 T, 0.9 MW NBI from 1.05102.2 $). 
a) Time behaviour of volume averaged electron density ne and toroidal angular rotation frequency 

n and of their profile peaking factors. 
b) Time behaviour of energy (t E) and toroidal momentum (tljl) conlinement times and 01 ion heat 

diffusivity Xi, TU-mode driven contribution ~i and toroidal momentum diffusivity lip al r .. 2a13. 
c) Radial profiles of the ion heat (Xi ' ~j), electron heat ( Xe) and toroidal momentum {XqJ 

difusivilies. . 
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Fig.l CIr-discharge Fig.2 Co-discharge 
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